ecological sustainability, and aims to address the damaging social, ecological and environmental effects of the current growth model. It encourages public organizations to take part in crafting social, environmental and industrial policies. For example, the recent reforms to the health-care system involved more than six organizations, including universities, research institutions, foreign consulting companies and international bodies, who submitted proposals that were then debated within and outside the government. Science is playing an increasingly important role beyond providing justifications for government policies.
Chinese policy-makers now have dramatically different educational backgrounds and characteristics from their predecessors. Between the 1950s and 1960s, veteran soldiers with limited education held almost all major government posts. In the 1980s, Deng Xiaoping's new criteria of cadre selection promoted middleaged officials with engineering backgrounds into senior positions, resulting in a government dominated by technocrats. In the 1990s, those with degrees and experience in economics and public management gradually moved to the centre of politics. Hopefully, future generations of Chinese policy-makers will be equipped with social, political and legal knowledge conducive to an enhanced understanding of the human impact of public policies and the significance of scientific policy-making.
The family-planning policy has had both negative and positive effects on Chinese society. It has produced an alarmingly wide gender gap in the sector of the population born after the 1980s, and an inverted pyramid demographic that will be challenging to care for in the coming decades. The effects of a generation of 'little kings' on Chinese society and culture remain to be seen. However, the policy seems to have helped China move into the fast-lane of economic development. It may also have accelerated the improvement of the population's well-being, as evinced by higher education levels and lower infant mortality rates.
In reality, the family-planning policy was never fully implemented. Ethnic minorities and rural peoples -the majority of China's population -could in practice have two or more children, if not by policy design, then by paying an economic, political and social cost, such as in lost public-sector jobs or heavy fines. And from 1984, rural residents whose first child was female were allowed to have a second child. China's real fertility was thus estimated to be around 1. With up to 30,000 visitors a day, the Beijing-based China Science and Technology Museum is grossly oversubscribed. In response, China is building another one more than twice the size, costing 2 billion yuan (US$300 million). The museum (artist's impression, pictured) will open in Beijing's Olympic Village in September 2009, in a building designed to resemble an ancient Chinese puzzle, the Lock of Luban.
The museum will showcase scientific and technological developments in all disciplines, from agriculture, geology, alternative energy and environmental protection to space exploration, as well as inventions from ancient China. There will be an exhibition hall for children, who are expected to constitute half of the visitors. With running costs of 150 million yuan a year, the building will boast the world's largest dome video screen and laboratories where participants can do short research projects.
"The new museum is emblematic of China's long-term commitment to science communication," says Zhu Youwen, director of the venue's planning and development. In June 2002 China's top legislature, the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, passed a bill on the dissemination of developments in science and technology to the public.
The country's current 15-year strategic plan for science and technology, announced in February 2006, prioritizes the improvement of public understanding in these areas. Infrastructure is the first step. All 34 districts in China plan to have at least one science museum in their capital cities by 2010, adding to the 40 or so already in existence. More than a dozen are under construction, including what will be the world's largest science museum when it opens in Guangzhou, Guangdong province.
Many applaud China's political and financial commitment to science communication. But some critics, such as science historian Liu Bing of the Centre of Science, Technology and Society at Beijing's Tsinghua University, are concerned that the quality of exhibitions and events may not be up to scratch. Some provincial science museums also fail to attract significant visitor numbers, and there are few public debates on topical or controversial issues such as traditional Chinese medicine, stem-cell therapies and genetically modified crops.
Zhu concedes that there is much room for improvement. So Beijing's new science museum will foster closer collaborations with its counterparts elsewhere in the country and abroad. It also plans to host seminars and workshops at which scientists, policy-makers and the public can debate crucial scientific matters.
Some hurdles must still be overcome, Zhu explains. Public participation in Chinese policymaking is a new concept to all involved. Government officials are not yet reconciled to having to justify political decisions to the populace, nor
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Beijing's new science centre will be the first of many in China.
are scientists used to explaining their research to a general audience. As a result, much of China's population is insufficiently informed about science and technology issues. "It's an important aspect of building a more democratic society, " says Zhu. "It will come with time. " Yet people in China are eager to obtain more information and voice their views. In Shanghai, at one of several 'café scientifique' events organized by the British Council, stem-cell researcher Not far from Beijing station, in a cityscape dominated by new buildings and multi-lane highways, stands a squat, ancient tower. On top sits the world's greatest historical ensemble of large-scale astronomical instruments. They were mainly designed and installed in 1673 by Ferdinand Verbiest, the Flemish Jesuit who was mathematician and astronomer to the Kangxi Emperor.
Verbiest makes a striking appearance in a coloured 1827 woodcut (pictured) by the Japanese artist, Utagawa Kuniyoshi. He stands in Chinese state robes, accompanied by smaller variants of his celestial globe and sextant while enumerating points on his fingers. The inscription on the print tells us that it portrays Chitasei Goyo, one of the 108 rogue heroes of the popular classical Chinese novel, Water Margin. How was the master of Chinese astronomy transformed into the clever strategist of a military gang?
The story begins with one of the most remarkable cultural exchanges of any era. It involves three successive Jesuit astronomers, sent as missionaries from Rome to China. Verbiest followed Matteo Ricci and Adam Schall von Bell to work as an astronomer at the emperor's court. The Jesuits were in fierce competition with traditional Chinese and Muslim astronomers for scientific and religious supremacy. At one stage, when the intellectual and political climate had moved against them, Schall and Verbiest were imprisoned under sentence of death by dismemberment, a gruesome fate they only narrowly avoided.
By 1699, Verbiest's star was in the ascendant with the emperor. He triumphed over his Chinese rival in a contest to demonstrate the accuracy of his science, and reformed the Chinese calendar. A notable poly math and author, who designed cannon and steam-driven vehicles among other ingenious devices, Verbiest's most enduring achievement was the set of six new instruments for Beijing's observatory tower.
Taking inspiration from Tycho Brahe's ensemble of massive astronomy instruments on the Danish island of Hven, Verbiest spared no expense in establishing the world's definitive observatory. The great bronze celestial globe, for example, is almost 2 metres in diameter, and he boasted that it cost the massive sum of 50,000 taels, or silver pieces. Then, as now, astronomy was a costly science requiring big instruments.
To bring his achievements before the widest international audience, Verbiest published a set of 105 prints, mainly devoted to his observatory instruments and their manufacture, but also demonstrating Euclidian geometry, ballistics and various notable feats of engineering. The graphic technique of his illustrations exploits western-style draftsmanship for the instruments themselves, whereas the spaces within which they are located are drawn in the Chinese manner. Thus, the celestial globe is rendered in a convincingly plastic form, but the chequerboard tiling beneath it clearly does not observe the rules of linear perspective.
The intellectual traffic between China and Europe went both ways. The presence of the Jesuit scientists at the Chinese court led to a greater awareness in Europe of the richness of Chinese history, culture, science and technology. The thoughts of Confucius were made available to western philosophers when the first Latin edition of Confucius, Philosopher of the Chinese was published in Paris in 1686, prefaced by introductions to Chinese history, theology and the philosopher's own life.
The reach of Verbiest's fame, and of his splendid instruments, was considerable, as evinced by Kuniyoshi's spectacular print. And so to the question of why the artist cast a Japanese bandit hero in the guise of the famous astronomer. The answer probably lies in Goyo's Chinese name, Wu Yong, which means 'wise star' . Verbiest's instruments thus refer in a double sense to the hero's name and to his famed wisdom as a military strategist, which required expertise in maps, navigation and the various technologies over which Verbiest claimed mastery.
These interchanges between Jesuit and Chinese science and Japanese mythology remind us that global communication thrived long before our technological era.
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